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BELGIAN MANUFACTURER OF TEXTILE STIFFENERS,  

HARDENER, WATERPROOF & PLASTICIZER 

Our products offer the required firmness while maintaining a certain flexibility, depending on the 

amount of active products. Excellent for reinforcement, waterproofing, and plasticization  

The best choice of textile stiffener for the fashion industry, hats, leather and lace. 

Our textile stiffeners are transparent and composed of polyvinyl acetate and plasticizer. The active 

elements are soluble in a solvent such as methanol or ethanol. They strengthen, plasticize and make 

waterproof by applying a thin layer or several layers of one of the four concentrations. The chosen 

stiffener, FEUTREX, CARITEX, PAILLE or DURTEX, ensures the required firmness. They can be 

used in combination with a flexibility, depending on the amount of active ingredients applied. The 

products close the minuscule openings between the fibres, e.g: for making waterproof  of coats, 

shoes, sails for boots and other high-tech fabrics for clothing, mountain and hiking outfits, felt, straw, 

leather or paper while maintaining a degree of flexibility.  

The stiffeners allow you to shape your material by steaming, without becoming hard.  

To achieve fast drying our products are not on a water base. They contain no gelatine nor acetone. 

 

 

APPLICATIONS 

Felt, straw, paper, leather, silk, polyester, viscose, cotton, jute, linen, denim, lace tablecloths, small 

artistic lace work, in short all kinds of textiles, fashion articles, clothing and shirts, headwear, scarves. 

stage costumes accessories and professional ballet shoes, shoes, flags, surf- and boat sails, seat - 

and seat covers, rattan, bamboo, cane, cardboard, decorations and much more 

 

 

CHOOSE YOUR STIFFENER: 

RANGE & FEATURES: FEUTREX, CARITEX, PAILLE, DURTEX, XTRA36, SOLVANT/CLEANER 

 

 

F – FEUTREX = active elements: 25% 

To be used on lighter textiles and ditto materials, it combines a smooth firmness and flexibility. 

The best stiffener for felt hats, lace and finer textile fabrics, silk, cotton, fine linen, crocheted and 

knitwear, canvas, tapestry, paper, cardboard, fashion accessories. 

 

C - CARITEX = active elements: 33% 

For medium thick woven fabrics and woven textures, for heavier fabrics such as denim or linen,  

very suitable for hats and products in straw to provide a firmness without gloss,  

such as parasisal, sinamay, paper, raffia, visca and leather while maintaining a firm suppleness. 

Also recommended to treat felt products, veiling and lace. 

 

P - PAILLE = active elements: 50% 

Is mainly used on textile with thicker fiber structures or tight woven fabric and give it a medium 

firmness in order to make water resistant, to give it a flexible rigidity and also a dust repellent 

treatment. With this concentration hats in straw retain their firmness. 

Lace gets a firm stiffness, leather and fine textiles are lightly plasticized.  

Excellent for waterproofing  mountain clothing and other high tech textiles 
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D - DURTEX = active elements: 100% 

Basic product for the production of various textile stiffener and waterproofing. 

Very suitable when high rigidity is needed, e.g.: a fascinator made in lace or a base in Buckram that 

will be coated with textile, leather or fur.  

Used to reinforce professional ballet shoes, stage costumes and lace.  Excellent for treating sails of 

sailing boats. Making waterproof or water resistant of  many high-tech fabrics for mountain, hiking 

outfits and clothing.  

Note: Durtex leaves a shine when dry 

 

X – XTRA 36 - = active elements: 140% 

Very sturdy finish or stiffener  to use with a brush, only for smaller surfaces of textile, sinamay or for 

extra reinforcements on natural fibres. This is a thick, not very fluid mass and very concentrated, 

specially developed for Bridget Bailey's techniques and courses. Concentrate developed for special 

productions, large laboratories & textile industry. 

 

M – SOLVANT/CLEANER: thinner & cleaner = active elements: 0% 

For cleaning the tools used to apply the stiffeners, such as brushes, paintbrushes, rollers, spatulas, 

diffusers and nozzles, and to remove the stiffener on places where it is not desired. 

It has base of methanol or clear denaturated alcohol: to be used in a well-ventilated area, wear gloves 

and a safety mask. 

 

S - SPRAY – VAPORIZE in thin layer, also suitable for waterproofing. Model 118, opening 28 mm, 

suitable for ml, 500 ml or 1 liter bottles. 

 

TIPS ON HOW TO APPLY OUR STIFFENERS? 

Shake the bottle well before use. 

Pour a small amount into a glass jar and apply the stiffener on the surface to be treated with a brush, a 

wide brush, a roller, a sprayer or by immersion, always in a well-ventilated area or outside. 

Apply on the back side of the surface of the to be treated material with a 4 cm wide flat brush. 

Allow the product to evaporate completely. The drying time is 1 to 4 hours, depending on the thickness 

of the treated material, the shape to be produced and/or the successively applied layers. 

Treat the object with steam or heat to bring it in form. Clean the tools with SOLVANT/CLEANER 

especially if you use a spray device. 

The short drying time is an advantage regarding to stiffeners based on water, which, although less 

toxic, leave behind a milk-like or yellowish colour and require a drying time from 2 to 3 days. 

Depending on the desired final results for felt or straw hats, lace and other textiles, each material can 

be treated with a different concentration of the above mentioned stiffeners. Some hats only the brim is 

treated, others completely, some are treated with multiple layers.  

 

We recommend after steaming and forming hoods and capelins that they rest for  +/- 8 to 12h in a 

room temperature, no contact with direct sun light and far from a heat source to allow drying and 

harden. The final result depends on the competence of the finisher. 
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It is recommend to do pre-testing to obtain the desired result. Adjust the firmness with Durtex (firmer) 

or Solvant/Cleaner (to soften: max 1/4). Felt can always resume its original shape, by steaming or 

heating you can adjust the desired shape or make the brim flat again. 

If by industrial moulding, the nozzles of the stiffener are incorrect adjusted the felt will be saturated 

and, after the felt is pressed between the two cylinders this will cause hard stains in the finished 

products. 

 

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS FOR USE 

Our stiffeners are composed of chemical components, thinner and methanol.  

Selfgnition temperature: 455 ° C. 

Be careful and follow the safety recommendations and keep out of reach of children:  

- Apply the stiffener on the material in well ventilated area, use a glass jar, if possible a safety mask 

and gloves. 

- Contact with eyes and skin can cause irritation, do not swallow the product. Inhalation of small 

quantities during the treatment, should not negatively affect health, in contrast to larger volumes. 

- If you get a splash in your eye  go into fresh air and rinse for at least 15 minutes your eye with water, 

contact your doctor. If you swallowed the stiffener you should immediately contact an anti-poison 

center. 

 

Our stiffners give cachet to your creations! 

The stiffener is a finishing product that will give your creations their ultimate cachet. 

The obtained result will be determined by the skills and knowledge of the finisher. 

This information is given as an indication, not contractual and in good faith. 

We explicitly reject all responsibilities for wrong application. 

Technical sheets and safety information available on request. 

 

HS Tariff number: 38 09 91 00 90 
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Intended for: designers, artists, milliners, lacemakers, dealers: 

PACKING AND PACKAGING 
Choice of transparent plastic bottles PET or PEHD polyethylene 

high density in bottles, barrels, containers, IBC 
100ml, 250ml, 500ml, 1L, 5L, 10L 

 Safety caps for bottles as from 250ml (28 mm, 36 mm or 40 mm):  red 
spray gun with opening 28 mm 

Filling in bottles, jugs, drums, containers. 
Packaging is sold separately. Offer on request. 

 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

Our formulas are based on polyvinyl acetate diluted with methanol or ethyl alcohol 
and not with gelatin or acetone.  

Our stiffeners guarantee the desired fastness while maintaining flexibility 
 according to the quantity of active product. 

The products are excellent for reinforcement, waterproofing, plasticizing and are transparent. 
Drying time of our stiffeners: 1 to 4 hours, according to the number of layers applied. 

Basic components: polyvinyl acetate, compatible with solvent and plasticizer. 
Total dry matter +/- 99% - Viscosity: 20% - ET @ 20% C - 17-25 mPa.s 

Melting point: 105-125°C., Molecular weight 85,000 
Flash Point: 36° C+/- 2°C - description: transparent granules. 

Respect safety regulations: ventilation, mask, goggles, gloves.  

 
Our laboratory is available for Research and Development 

for all products related to "Textile Stiffeners". 
Help, advice, technical support and production. 

Offers - Technical - and safety data sheets on request 

COMMERCIAL INFORMATION 

Price for distributors, wholesalers & industry are exclusive 21% VAT (in Belgium). 

For each order a quotation an accepted pro forma is required. 

Costs for filling, packaging and shipping are not included 

For designers, artists, milliners, lace-makers, traders: 
Purchase with a minimum of 25 liters: offers on request. 

Price for 1 liters packaging is per cardboard boxes of 6 bottles. 

 
ADVICE, ORDERS, INFORMATION, QUESTIONS: 

 
Distribution manager & Sales world wide. 

Contact: 
CdiC bv - Carina Marcon 

Herentalsebaan 47 – 2100 Deurne – Belgium 

BTWnr: BE0795315371 

 cell & WhatsApp: +32 476 96 21 47 –  email: cdicsupplies@telenet.be 

 Webshop: www.capadicarina.be/CdiC-Supplies-c44829105 - 
info:  www.feutrex.com 

 

http://www.capadicarina.be/CdiC-Supplies-c44829105
http://www.feutrex.com/

